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The educational environment of a technical institution of higher education in Ukraine constitutes a specific 
crucial context, the stay of foreign future specialists in it is aimed at developing their Ukrainian-language 
professional and communicative competence. The determination of the pedagogical conditions for the formation of 
the Ukrainian-language professional and communicative competence precedes the achievement of this goal. 

The notion “pedagogical condition” is analysed in the article; the notion “pedagogical conditions for the 
formation of the Ukrainian-language professional and communicative competence of the future foreign specialists 
majoring in technical specialties” is defined; a list of pedagogical conditions for the formation of the Ukrainian-
language professional and communicative competence of the future foreign specialists majoring in technical 
specialties is given.  

Providing foreign students’ positive motivation to study Ukrainian for specific purpose is defined as a basic 
pedagogical condition for the formation of the Ukrainian-language professional and communicative competence of 
future foreign technical specialists, since motivation is the fundamental mental mechanism ensuring productive 
work of the most important mental processes while training future specialists. 

The notions “motive”, “motivation”, “motivational sphere” have been analysed within the study of the 
pedagogical condition “providing foreign students’ positive motivation to study Ukrainian for specific purpose”; 
some specific motivational factors that influence the Ukrainian-language training of the future foreign technical 
specialists have been determined.  

Studying various levels of the motivational sphere and motivation as a complex system containing interests, 
needs, values, aspirations, ideas, attitudes, feelings, experiences, etc., which enable the activity to take place in the 
process of choosing ways to achieve the desirable results through coordination of external and internal factors of a 
certain activity, allows you to identify peculiarities of students’ determination of their professional choice, to choose 
the most relevant didactic approaches and methods that will maximally improve the outcomes in the process of the 
Ukrainian-speaking professional training of the future foreign specialists majoring in technical specialties.  

Keywords: pedagogical condition, pedagogical conditions for the formation of the Ukrainian-language 
professional and communicative competence of the future foreign specialists majoring in technical specialties, 
motive, motivation, motivational sphere. 
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